Holy Souls School Overview Curriculum Year 2 2018~ 2019
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Mission Statement work and being a Number 3 Learner at school.
The children will discuss Holy Souls Mission statement and the importance of trying your best and caring for others. They will also learn about
British values, through choosing a class councillor.
Old Testament Stories – listening to stories and learning about the characters of the Old Testament.
Sharing in the life of Jesus– improve the children’s knowledge and understanding of the life of Mary and Jesus and the call of the disciples.
English Stories with familiar settings –They will write stories with alternative endings and characters. They will use different time openers,
connectives, adjectives and 2A sentences to make their writing interesting.
Grammar. They will learn to use capital letters, full stops, question marks, exclamation marks and commas accurately in their writing. They
will learn to read, write and use different contractions in their work. They will also reread and begin to edit.

Number and place value-The children will count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0, and in 10s from any number, forwards
and backwards, recognise the place value of each digit in a two-digit number (10s, 1s), identify, represent and estimate
numbers using different representations, including the number line. Compare and order numbers from 0 up to 100; use <,
> and = signs and read and write numbers to at least 100 in numerals and in words and these skills and number facts to
solve problems.
Uses of everyday materials – Children will identify and discuss the uses of different everyday materials. They will think about the properties
of materials that make them suitable or unsuitable for particular purposes and they will be encouraged to think about unusual and creative
uses for everyday materials
Famous People- The children will learn about the work of Mary Seacole and Florence Nightingale. They will find out about their travels and
the importance of their work on nursing and hospitals now. They will compare hospitals now and then and through drama will learn about the
conditions during the Crimean War.
Learn about where Mary Seacole and Florence Nightingale travelled and worked by finding on a map/globe.
ESafety- The children will learn about the importance of keeping safe online at school and at home. Logging on and off safely and using Word
to type, edit and change font.
Artist Study – Picasso. They will learn about the work of the artists Picasso, describing his portrait work and his use of colour and shape.
They will create artwork in the style of this artist.
The children will select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining and
finishing]
Multiskills- The children will be taught to master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching and use these skills in
team situations.
Children will use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes. They will play tuned and untuned
instruments musically and listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded music using Charanga Music.

